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uick,
oaha,t's u good,

.

If you arerl't su,re. you're not atone:
For most of the items they buy, consumers don't have an
accurate sense of what the price should be. Consider the
findings of a study led by Florida International Univer-
sity professor Peter R. Dickson and University of Florida
professor Alan G. Sawyer in which researchers with clip-
boards stood in supermarket aisles pretending to be
stock takers. fust as a shopper would place an item in a
cart, a researcher would ask him or her the price. Less
than half the customers gave an accurate answer. Most
underestimated the price of the product, and more than
zox did not even venture a guess; they simply had no idea
of the true price.

This will hardly come as a surprise to fans of The Price
Is Right. This game show, a mainstay of CBS's daytime
programming since tgT2,features contestants in a variety
of situations in which they must guess the price of pack-

aged goods, appliances, cars, and other retail products.

The inaccuracy of the guesses is legendary, with contes-
tants often choosing prices that are offby more than 5ozo.
It turns out this is reality TV at its most real. Consumers'
knowledge of the market is so far from perfect that it
hardly deserves to be called knowledge at all.

One would expect this information gap to be a major
stumbling block for customers. A woman trying to decide
whether to buy a blouse, for example, has several options:
Buy the blouse, find a less expensive blouse elsewhere on
the racks, visit a competing store to compare prices, or
delay the purchase in the hopes that the blouse will be
discounted. An informed buying decision requires more
than just taking note of a price tag. Customers also need
to know the prices of other items, the prices in other
stores, and what prices might be in the future.
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Yet people happily buy blouses every day. Is this be-
cause they don't care what kind of deal they're getting?
Have they given up all hope of comparison shopping? No.
Remarkably, it's because they rely on the retailer to tell
them if they're getting a good price.In subtle and not-so-
subtle ways, retailers send signals to customers, telling
them whether a given price is relatively high or low.

In this article, we'll review the most common pricing
cues retailers use, and we'll reveal some surprising facts
about how-and how well-those cues work. All the cues
we will discuss - things like sale signs and prices ending
in 9 - are common marketing techniques. If used apprG
priately, they can be effbctive tools for building trust with
customers and convincing them to buy your products and
services. Used inappropriately, however, these pricing
cues may breach customers'trust, reduce brand equity,
and give rise to lawsuits.

Sale Signs
The most straightforward of the pricing cues retailers use
is the sale sign. It usually appears somewhere near the dis-
counted item, trumpeting a bargain for customers. Our
own tests with several mail-order catalogs reveal that
using the word "sale" beside a price (without actually
varyingthe price) can increase demand
by more than 5ovo. Similar evidence has
been reported in experiments con-
ducted with universitv students and in
retail stores.

Placing a sale sign on an item costs
the retailer virtually nothing, and stores
generally make no commitment to a
particular level of discount when using
the signs. Admittedly, retailers do not
always use such signs trutMully. There
have been incidents in which a store
has claimed that a price has been dis-
counted when, in fact, it hasn't - mak-
ing for wonderful newspaper articles. Consultant and
former Harvard Business School professor Gwen Ort-
meyer, in a review of promotional pricing policies, cites
a 1990 Son Francisco Chronicle article in which a reporter
priced the same sofa at several Bay Area furniture stores.
The sofa was on sale for $z,t7o at one store; the regular
price was $z,3zo. And it cost $z,6oo -"35o/o off" the orig-
inal price of $4,ooo-at another store. Last year, a research
team from the Bosfon Globe undertook a four-month in-
vestigation of prices charged by l(ohl's department stores,

Eric Anderson is a visiting ass[stant professor of marketing
at Northwestern Universi6r3 IGIlogg School of Management
in Evanston, Ill[nois. Duncan Simester is an associate pro-

fessor of management science at MIT's Sloan School of Man-
agement in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

focusing on the chain's Medford, Massachusetts, location.
The team concluded that the store often exaggerated its
discounts by inflating its regular prices. For instance, a
Little Tikes toy truck was never sold at the regular price
throughout the period of the study, according to the Globe
article.

So why do customers trust sale signs? Because they are
accurate most of the time. Our interviews with store man-
agers, and our own observations of actual prices at de-
partment and specialty stores, confirm that when an item
is discounted, it almost invariably has a sale sign posted
nearby. The cases where sale signs are placed on non-
discounted items are infrequent enough that the use of
such signs is still valid.

And besides, customers are not that easily fooled. They
learn to recognize that even a dealer of Persian rugs will
eventually run out of "special holidays" and occasions to
celebrate with a sale. They are quick to adjust their atti-
tudes toward sale signs if they perceive evidence of
overuse, which reduces the credibility of discount claims
and makes this pricing cue far less effective.

The link between a retailer's credibility and its over-
use of sale signs was the subject of a study we conducted
involving purchases of frozen fruit juice at a Chicago
supennarket chain. The analysis of the sales data revealed

that the more sale signs used in
the category, the less effective
those signs were at increasing
demand. Specifically, putting sale
signs on more than 3ovo of the
items diminished the effective-
ness of the pricing cue. (See the
exhibit "The Diminishing Return
of Sale SignsJ')

A similar test we conducted
with a women's clothing catalog
revealed that demand for an item
with a sale sign went down by
6zozo when sale signs were also

added to other items. Another study we conducted with
a publisher revealed a similar falloff in catalog orders
when more than z5x of the items in the catalog were on
sale. Retailers face a trade-off: Placing sale signs on mul-
tiple items can increase demand for those items - but it
can also reduce overall demand. Total category sales are
highest when some, but not all, items in the category have
sale signs. Past a certain point, use of additional sale signs
will cause-total category sales to fall.

Misuse of sale signs can also result in prosecution.
Indeed, several department stores have been targeted by
state attorneys general. The cases often involve jewelry
departments, where consumers are particularly in the
dark about relative quality, but have also come to include
a wide range of other retail categories, including furni-
ture and men's and women's clothing. The lawsuits gen-
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erally argue that the stores have breached state legisla-
tion on unfair or deceptive pricing.Many states have en-
acted legislation addressing this issue, much of it mirror-
ingthe Federal Trade Commission's regulations regarding
deceptive pricing. Retailers have had to pay fines rang-
ing from $1o,ooo to $2oo,ooo and have had to agree to
desist from such practices.

Prices That End in 9
Another common pricing cue is using a 9 at the end of
a price to denote a bargain. In fact, this pricing tactic is so
common, you'd think customers would ignore it. Think
again. Response to this pricing cue is remarkable. You'd
generally expect demand for an item to go down as the
price goes up. Yet in our study involving the women's
clothing catalog, we were able to increase demand by a
third by raising the price of a dress from $34 to $39. By
comparison, changing the price from $34 to $++ yielded
no difference in demand. (See the exhibit"The Surprising
Effect of a 9.")

This favorable effect extends beyond women's clothing
catalogs; similar findings have also been reported for gro
ceries. Moreover, the effect is not limited to whole-dollar
figures: In their 7996 research, Rutgers University pro
fessor Robert Schindler and then-Wharton graduate stu-
dent Thomas Kibarian randomlv mailed customers of
a women's clothing catalog different versions
of the catalog. One included prices that ended
in oo cents, and the other included prices that
ended in 99 cents.The professors found that cus-
tomers who received the latter version were
more likely to place an order. As a result, the
clothing company increased its revenue by 8x.

One explanation for this surprising outcome
is that the 9 at the end of the price acts the
same way as the sale sign does, helping cus-
tomers evaluate whether they're getting a
good deal. Buyers are often more sensitive to
price endings than they are to actual price
changes, which raises the question: Are prices
that end in 9 truly accurate as pricing cues?
The answer varies. Some retailers do reserve
prices that end in 9 for their discounted items.
For instance,I. Crew and Ralph Lauren gener-
ally use oo-cent endings on regularly priced
merchandise and 99-cent endings on dis-
counted items. Comparisons of prices at major
depaftment stores reveal that this is common,
particularly for apparel. But at some stores,
prices that end in 9 are a miscue - they are
used on all products regardless of whether the
items are discounted.

Research also suggests that prices ending in
9 are less effective when an item already has

SEPTEMBER 2OO3

a sale sign. This shouldn't be a surprise. The sale sign
informs customers that the item is discounted, so little
information is added by the price ending.

Signpost l tems
f,'or most items, customers do not have accurate price
points they can recall at a moment's notice. But each of us
probably knows some benchmark prices, typically on
items we buy frequently. Many customers, for instance,
know the price of a rz-ounce can of Coke or the cost of
admission to a movie, so they can distinguish expensive
and inexpensive price levels for such "signpost" items
without the help of pricing cues.

Research suggests that customers use the prices of
signpost items to form an overall impression of a store's
prices. That impression then guides their purchase of
other items for which they have less price knowledge.
While very few customers know the price of baking
soda (around 7o cents for r5 ounces), they do realize that
if a store charges more than gl for a can of Coke it is prob-
ably also charging a premium on its baking soda. Simi-
larly, a customer looking to purchase a new tennis racket
might first check the store's price on a can of tennis balls.
If the balls are less than gz, the customer will assume the
tennis rackets will also be low priced.If the balls are closer
to $4, the customer will walk out of the store without
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The Diminishing
Return of Sale Signs

Our research indicates there is a point at which adding

more sale signs yields fewer sales. ln a Chicago super-
market's frozen fruit juice category, charted below, putting

sale signs on more than 3ox of the items reduced demand

su bsta ntia lly.

Change
in category

demand
(percentage)

lO 15 20 26 30 35 35+

Frozen ju ice i tems with sale s igns
(percentage)
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any tennis gear - and the message that the bargains are
elsewhere.

The implications for retailers are important, and many
already act accordingly. Supermarkets often take a loss on
Coke or Pepsi, and many sporting-goods stores offer ten-
nis balls at a price below cost. (Of course, they make up for
this with their sales of baking soda and tennis rackets.) If
you're considering sending pricing cues through signpost
items, the first question is which items to select. Three
words are worth keeping in mind: accurate, popular, and
complementary. That is, unlike with sale signs and prices
that end in 9, the signpost item strategy is intended to be
used on products for which price knowledge is accurate.
Selecting popular items to serve as pricing signposts in-
creases the likelihood that consumers'price knowledge
will be accurate - and may also allow a retailer to obtain
volume discounts from suppliers and preserve some
margin on the sales. Both of these benefits explain why
a department store is more likely to prominently adver-
tise a basic, white T-shirt than a seasonal, floral print. And
complementary items can serve as good pricing signposts.
For instance, Best Buy sold Spiderman DVDs at several
dollars below wholesale price, on the very first weekend
they were available. The retail grant lost money on every
DVD sold - but its goal was to increase store traffic and
generate purchases of complementary items, such as
DVD players.

TTll  o .

I ne Durpnslng
Effect of a 9

Customers react favorably when they see prices that

end in 9. For instance, when a national women's cloth-

ing catalog raised the price of one of its dresses from

$34 to $39, sales jumped up. But,  when the pr ice was
raised from $34 to $44,there was no change in demand.

100
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(sales of 89
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set to too)

Signposts can be very effective, but remember that con-
sumers are less likely to make positive inferences about
a store's pricing policies and image if they can attribute
the low price they're being offered to special circum-
stances. For example, if everyone knows there is a glut
of computer memory chips, then low prices on chip-
intensive products might be attributed to the market and
not to the retailer's overall pricing philosophy. Phrases
such as "special purchase" should be avoided. The re-
tailer's goal should be to convey an overarching image
of low prices, which then translates into sales of other
items. TWo retailers we studied, Golfloy.com and Baby's
Room, include the phrase "our low regular price" in their
marketing copy to create the perception that all of their
prices are low. And Wal-Mart, of course, is the master of
this practice.

A related issue is the magnitude of the claimed dis-
counts. For example, a discount retailer may sell a can of
tennis balls for a regular price of $r.99 and a sale price
of 9r.59, savingthe consumer 4o cents. By contrast, a com-
peting, higher-end retailer that matches the discount
store's sale price of $r.59 may offer a regular price of
$2.59, saving the consumer 91. By using the phrase "low
regular pricej'the low-price retailer explains to consum-
ers why its discounts may be smaller (4o cents versus gr
off) and creates the perception that all of its products
are underpriced. For the higher-end competitor, the rela-

tive savings it offers to consumers (gr versus 40
cents off) may increase sales of tennis balls
but may also leave consumers thinking that
the store's nonsale prices are high.

Use of signpost items to cue customers'pur-
chases and to raise a store's pricing image
creates few legal concerns. The reason for this
is clear: Customers' favorable responses to
this cue arise without the retailer making an
explicit claim or promise to support their as-
sumptions. While a retailer may commit itself
to selling tennis balls at $2, it does not prom-
ise to offer a low price on tennis rackets. Charg-
ing low prices on the tennis balls may give
the appearance of predatory pricing. But sim-
ply selling below cost is generally not sfficient
to prove intent to drive competitors out of
business.

Pricing Guarantees
So far, we've focused on pricing cues that con-
sumers rely on- and that are reliable. Far less
clear is the reliability of another cue, known as
price matching. It's a tactic used widely in re-
tail markets, where stores that sell, for exam-
ple, electronics, hardware, and groceries prom-
ise to meet or beat any competitor's price.
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Tweeter, a New England retailer of consumer elec-
tronics, takes the promise one step further: It selfenforces
its price-matching policy. If a competitor advertises a
lower price, Tweeter refunds the difference to any cus-
tomers who paid a higher price at Tweeter in the previ-
ous 30 days. T\,veeter implements the'policy itselfi so cus-
tomers don't have to compare the competitors'prices. If
a competitor advertises a lower price for a piece of audio
equipment, for example, Tweeter determines which cus-
tomers are entitled to a refund and sends them a check
in the mail.

Do customers find these price-matching policies re-
assuring? There is considerable evidence that they do.
For example, in a study conducted by University of Mary-
land marketing professors Sanjay fain and Joydeep Sri-
vastava, customers were presented with descriptions of
a variety of stores. The researchers found that when price-
matching guarantees were part of the description, cus-
tomers were more confident that the store's prices were
lorver than its competitors'.

But is that trust justified? Do companies with price-
matching policies really charge lower prices? The evidence

is mixed, and, in some cases, the reverse maybe true. After
a large-scale study of prices at five North Carolina super-
markets, University of Houston professorJames Hess and
University of California at Davis professor Eitan Gerstner
concluded that the effects of price-matching policies are
twofold. First, they reduce the level of price dispersion in
the market, so that all retailers tend to have similar prices
on items that are common across stores. Second, they ap-
pear to lead to higher prices overall. Indeed, some pricing
experts argue that price-matching policies are not really
targeted at customers; rather, they represent an explicit
warning to competitors: "If you cut your prices, we will,
too." Even more threatening is a policy that promises to
beat the price difference: "If you cut your prices, we will
undercut youJ'This logic has led some industry observers
to interpret price-matching policies as devices to reduce
competition.

Closely related to price-matching policies are the most-
favored-nation policies used in business-to-business rela-
tionships, under which suppliers promise customers that
they will not sell to any other customers at a lower price.
These policies are attractive to business customers because

Cue, Please
Pr i6 i ng  cues  l i ke  sa le  s i gns  and  p r i ces

tnat end in 9 become less effect ive the

rore t ie i '  a re  employed,  so i t ' s  impor-

tant  r .o  use them only  where they pack

t le  mos ' .  punch.  That  is ,  use pr ic ing cues

on ' ,he i tems for  which customers 'pr ice

knowledge is  poor .  Cons ider  employ ing

cues on i tems when one or  more of  the

fo i  icw i  ng cond i t ions apply :

Customers pu rchase i nfrequently.

The d i f ference in  consumers '  knowledge

of the or ice o fa  can ofCoke versus a

box of  bak ing soda can be exp la ined by

the re la t rve in f requency wi th  which most

cus tomers  pu rchase  bak ing  soda .

Customers are new. Loyal customers
genera l ly  have bet ter  pr ice knowledge

than new customers,  so i t  makes sense to

make heav ier  use of  sa le  s igns and pr ices

that end in 9 for i tems targeted at newer

customers.  Th is  is  par t icu lar ly  t rue i fyour

products are exclusive. l{ ,  on the other

hand, competitors sel l  identical products,

new customers may have already ac-

qu i red pr ice knowledge f rom them.

Product designs vary over time.

Because ten nis racket ma nufacturers

tend to update their models frequently,

customers who are looking to replace

their old rackets wil l  always f ind dif ferent

models  in  the s tores or  on- l ine,  which

makes i t  di f f icult  for them to compare

prices from one year to the next. By con-

t rast ,  the des ign of  tenn is  ba l ls  rare ly

changes,  and the pr ice remains re la t ive ly

stat ic over t ime.

Prices vary seasonally. The prices of

f lowers, fruits, and vegetables vary when

supply f luctuates. Because customers can-

not direct ly observe these f luctuations,

they cannot judge whether the price of

apples is  h igh because there is  a  shor t -

age or  because the s tore is  charg ing a
p rem ium.

Quality or sizes vary across stores.

How much should a chocolate cake cost?

I t  a l l  depends on the s ize and the qual i ty

ofthe cake. Because there is no such

th ing as a  s tandard-s ize cake,  and be-

cause qual i ty  is  hard to  determine wi th-

out tast ing the cake, customers may f ind

i t  d i f f icu l t  to  make pr ice compar isons.

These cr i ter ia  can he lp  you target  the

r ight  i tems for  pr ic ing cues.  But  you can

also use them to  d is t ingu ish among d i f -

ferent types of customers. Those who are

least  in formed about  pr ice leve ls  wi l l  be

the most  respons ive to  your  pr ic ing cues,

a nd -  pa r t icu  la  r ly  in  a  n  on- l ine or  d  i  rec t

mai l  set t ing -you can vary  your  use of

the cues accord ing ly .

How do you know which customers

are least  in formed? Again ,  those who are

new to a category or a retai ler and who

purchase on ly  occas ional ly  tend to  be

most  in  the dark .

Of course, the most rel iable way to

identi fy which custome rs'  price knowl-

edge is  poor  (and which i tems they ' re

unsure about )  is  s imply  to  po l l  them.

Play your own version of The Price ls

Right-show a sample of customers your

products, and ask them to predict the
prices. Different types of customers wil l

have dif ferent answers.
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they can relax knowing that they are getting the best
price. These policies have also been associated with
higher prices. A most-favored-nation policy effectively
says to your competitors: "I am committing not to cut my
prices,because if I did,I would have to rebate the discount
to all of my former customers."

Price-matching guarantees are
effective when consumers have
poor knowledge of the Prices of
many products in a retailer's mix.
But these guarantees are certainly
not for every store. For instance,
they don't make sense if your Prices
tend to be higher than your com-
petitors'. The British supermarket
chain Tesco learned this when a
small competitor, Essential Sports,
discounted Nike socks to 1oP a Pair,
undercutting Tesco by f,Z.go.Tesco
had promised to refund twice the

q{#

difference and had to refund so much money to custom-
ers that one man walked away with rz new pairs of socks
plus more than f,9o in his wallet.

To avoid such exposure, some retailers impose restric-
tions that make the price-matching Suarantee difficult to
enforce. Don't try it: Customers, again, are not so easily
fooled. If the terrns of the deal are too onerous, they will
recognize that the guarantee lacks substance. Their reac-
tion will be the same if it proves impossible to compare
prices across competing stores. (Clearly, the strategy

makes no sense for retailers selling private{abel or other-
wise exclusive brands.) How much of the merchandise
needs to be directly comparable for consumers to get a
favorable impression of the company? Surprisingly little.
When TWeeter introduced its highly effective automatic

price-matching policy, only 5or of its
transactions were actually eligible for
refunds.

Interestingly, some manufacturers
are making it harder for consumers
to enforce price-matching policies by
introducing small differences in the
items they supply to different retailers.
Such use of branded variants is com-
mon in the home-electronics market,
where many manufacturers use dif-
ferent model numbers for Products
shipped to dffierent retailers.The same
is true in the mattress market - it is
often difficult to find an identical mat-

tress at competing retailers. If customers come to recog-
nize and anticipate these strategies, price-matching poli-

cies will become less effective.
Antitrust concerns have been raised with regard to

price-matching policies and most-favored-nation clause s.
In one pending case, coffin retailer Direct Casket is suing
funeral homes in New York for allegedly conspiring to
implement price-matching policies. The defendants in
this case have adopted a standard defense, arguing that
price-matching policies are evidence of vigorous compe-

Sale s igns may a lso ra ise concerns

about  qual i ty .  l t  i s  for  th is  reason that

we see few sa le  s igns in  indust r ies  where

percept ions o f  h igh qual i ty  are essent ia l .

For  ins tance,  an eye surgeon in  the in-

tensely competit ive market for LAS I K

procedures commented:  "Cood medic ine

never  goes on sa le . "

The owner  o f  a  spec ia l ty  women's

c lo th ing s tore in  At lanta  o f fered a s imi lar

ra t iona le  for  why she does not  use sa le

s igns to  promote new i tems.  Her  custom-

ers interpret sale i tems as leftovers from

prev ious seasons,  or  mis takes,  for  which

demand  i s  d i sappo in t i ng  because  t he

i t em i s  un fash ionab le .

Quality Has Its Own Cues
Retai lers must balance their efforts to

cult ivate a favorable price image with

their efforts to protect the company's

quali ty image. Customers often interpret

d iscounts  as a  s igna l  o f  weak demand,

which may ra ise doubts  about  qual i ty .

This trade-offwas i l lustrated in a re-

cent  s tudy we conducted wi th  a  company

that  se l ls  premium-qual i ty  g i f ts  and jew-

e l ry .  The merchant  was cons ider ing o f fer -

ing a  p lan by which customers cou ld  pay

for  a  product  in  ins ta l lments  wi thout

incurr ing f inance charges.  Ev idence e lse-

where suggested that offering such

a p lan could  increase demand.  To test

the effect iveness of this strategy, the mer-

chan t  conduc ted  a  t es t  ma i l i ng  i n  wh i ch

a random sample of r,ooo customers

received a catalog that contained the

i nsta | | ment-bi | | i ng offer, wh i le another

1,ooo customers received a version of the

catalog without any such offer. The com-

pany receivedguofewer orders from the

insta l l  ment-b i l  I  ing vers ion,  and fo l low-u p

surveys revealed that the offer had dam-

aged the overa l l  qua l i ty  image of  the

cata log.  As one customer  cogent ly  put  i t :

"People  must  be cut t ing back,  or  maybe

they aren ' t  as  r ich as f the comPanY]

thought ,  because suddenly  every th ing is

ins ta l l rnent  p lan.  l t  makes f the company]

look tacky to  have ins ta l lment  p lans l '
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tition rather than an attempt to thwart it. An older, but
perhaps even more notorious, example involved price-
matching policies introduced by General Electric and
Westinghouse in 1953 in the market for electric genera-
tors. The practice lasted for many years, but ultimately
the U.S.Justice Department, in the early 198os, concluded
that the policies restrained price competition and were
a breach of the Sherman Antitrust Act. GE and Westing-
house submitted to a consent decree under which thev
agreed to abandon the business practice.

Tracki ng Effectiveness
To maximize the effectiveness of pricing cues, retailers
should implement them systematically. Ongoing mea-
surement should be an essential part of any retailer's use
of pricing cues. In fact, measurements should begin even
before a pricing cue strategy is implemented to help de-
termine which items should receive the cues and how
many should be used. Following implementation, test-
ing should focus on monitoring the cues'effectiveness.
We've found that three important concerns tend to be
overlooked.

First, marketers often tail to consider the long-run im-
pact of the cues. According to some studies, pricing poli-
cies that are designed to maximize short-run proflts often
Iead to suboptimal profits in the long run. For example,
a study we conducted with a publisher's catalog from 1999
to 2ool investigated how customers respond to price pro
motions. Do customers return in the future and purchase
more often, or do they stock up on the promoted items
and come back less frequently in subsequent months?
The answer was different for first-time versus established
customers. Shoppers who saw deep discounts on their
first purchase returned more often and purchased more
items when they came back. By contrast, established cus-
tomers would stock up, returning less often and purchas-
ing fewer items. If the publisher were to overlook these
long-run effects, it would set prices too low for established
patrons and too high for first-time buyers.

Second, retail marketers tend to focus more on cus-
tomers'perceptions of price than on their perceptions of
quality. (See the sidebar"Quality Has Its Own CuesJ') But
companies can just as easily monitor quality perceptions
by varying their use of pricing cues and by asking cus-
tomers for feedback.

Finally, even when marketers have such data under
their noses, they too often fail to act. They need to both
disseminate what is learned and change business policies.
For example, to prevent overuse of promotions, May De-
partment Stores explicitly limits the percentage of items
on sale in any one department. It's not an obvious move;
one might expect that the department managers would
be best positioned to determine how many sale signs to
use. But a given department manager is focused on his
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or her own department and may not consider the impact
on other departments. Using additional sale signs may
increase demand within one department but harm de-
mand elsewhere. To correct this, a corporatewide policy
limits the discretion of the department managers. Prof-
itability depends both on maintaining an effective testing
progam and institutionalizing the findings.

Consumers implici,rr,*r, ,.railers'pricing cues and, in
doing so, place themselves in a vulnerable position. Some
retailers might be tempted to breach this trust and be-
have deceptively. That would be a grave mistake.In addi-
tion to legal concerns, retailers should recognize that
consumers need price information, just as they need prod-
ucts. And they look to retailers to provide both.

Retailers must manage pricing cues in the same way
that they manage quality. That is, no store or catalog in-
terested in collecting large profits in the long run would
purposely offer a defective product; similarly, no retailer
interested in cultivating a long-term relationship with
customers would deceive them with inaccurate pricing
cues. By reliably signaling which prices are low, compa-
nies can retain customers'trust-and overcome their sus-
picions that they could find a better deal els€where. V
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"Congratu I ations, Todd. I' m m a ki n g you
one of our innumerable vice presidents."
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